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COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
COMC88)  136  final  - II 
Brussels,  15  March  1988 
RELATIONS  BETWEEN  THE  COMMUNITY  AND  JAPAN 
RECENT  DEVELOPMENTS 
(Communication  from  the  Commission) RECENT  DEVELOPMENTS  IN  RELATIONS  BETWEEN  THE  COMMUNITY  AND  JAPAN 
(Annex  to Communication  on  relations between  the  Community  and  Japan) 
The  purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  describe  both  the  general  development  of 
economic  and  trade  relations  with  Japan  and  the  progress  of  the  policy 
initiatives the  Community  has  launched  in  the  fields of  trade  and  cooperation. 
I.  GENERAL  ECONOMIC  AND  TRADE  RELATIONS 
l.  The  Community  has  consistently  pressed  Japan  to  reduce  dependence  on 
exports  and  move  towards  on  economy  let  by  domestic  demand.  It  is 
encouraging  that  the  changes  in  taxation  and  public expenditure  decided  in 
September  1987  ore  apparently  having  on  effect  on  the  growth  of  domestic 
demand,  compensating  for  the  fall  in export  demand  over  the  lost  two  years 
induced  by  the  revaluation  of  the  yen.  In  1987  Japan's  GNP  grew  by  3.7%  in 
real  terms,  to  which  domestic  demond  made  a  positive  contribution  of  4.3% 
and  the  external  side  o  negative  one  of  0.6?.;.  The  Commission's  forecast 
for  1988  gives  broadly  similar  results,  a  growth  of  GNP  of  3.5%  to  which 
domestic  demand  would  contribute  an  increase  of  4.1?.1  and  the  external 
sector  a  decrease of  0.6%. 
2.  The  Commission  welcomes  these  developments,  to  which  the  economic  measures 
taken  by  the  Japanese  government  hove  certainly  contributed.  If  such 
growth  continues  for  a  certain time  and  generates substantial  increases  in 
imports,  particularly  of  manufactures,  it should  contribute  significantly 
to  the  reduction  of  imbalances  in  the  world  economy.  However,  there  ore 
signs  that  the  competitiveness  of  Japan's  exports  may  well  recover,  so 
compromising  the  process  of  adjustment.  It  is  essential,  therefore,  that 
the  Japanese  authorities  continue  adequately  to  support  domestic  demand, 
so  inducing  on  increase  in  imports  that  will  contribute  to  the  growth  of 
the  world  economy.  They  should  give  the  highest  priority  to  this goal,  as 
well  as  to  their  programme  of  tax  reform. 
3.  Another  striking  feature  of  the  last  year  is  that  Japan's  trade  with  the 
Community  has  developed  differently  from  that  with  the  world  as  a  whole. 
As  might  be  expected  from  the  movement  of  exchange  rates,  Japan's 
exports(!)  to  the  Community  grew  by  6.1%  in  yen  terms,  while  those  to  the 
world  as  a  whole  and  to  the  United  States  fell  by  5.6  and  10.4% 
respectively.  The  main  increases  in  exports  to  the  Community  came  from 
motor  vehicles  including  components,  office  machinery  and 
(1)  All  yen  statistics from  Japanese  sources. 
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1 Lclecommunicatiun::.;  t:quipm:::nt  t>nd  tl1e  ;Jri nri  pr~l  dtJ:··:·e;1Se'->  frnrn  ·;~ dc~l~;, 
rauior;  nnd  iron  and  slc•~l  pror.ucts.  On  the  import  ~~ide,  Jnpan•:..:  purchns:.::s 
from  tha  Commun~ty  rose  ~~lgnifirontly,  by  8.7?~  or  ]9.9;·,;  if  n:~n--monetnry 
gold  iu excluded  (1).  The  main  increases  come  from  motor  vcl1i~l~s,  textile 
pru<Juct s,  phn.:.-moceuti col  s  ond  orgoni  r  ctacmi col s,  \·li tb  n  decrease  in 
non-monetary  gold.  In  contrast,  imports  from  the  11odd  QS  n  \~!lole  chun(_]ed 
lltlle, while  those  from  the  United Stoles  fell  significantly (-7%). 
lj.  The  consequenre is  U1Qt  Jopnn'!:  tr·nde  surplus in  yen  with  the  Com1:luni t y  in 
1987  ctwnged  little  os,  in  vnlue  terms,  the  irwrensc  in  exports  roughly 
bolonced  the  rise  in  imports.  In  controst,  J~:~pon's  surf1lus  ~<rit:ll  the  vrorld 
ns  n  whole  ond  with  the  United  States fell  considerably,  by 15.6  ond  ]2.4% 
re~!<~cu  vel y.  In  niJsolute  terr.1s,  the  Community's  den ri  t  i.n  1936  vu_;s  22 
billion  ECU  ond  in  1987  is  likely  to  be  of  the  ~mme  order.  Thi~;  is 
unsntisfoctory  ns  it represents  o  cover  rntio  of  slightly  over  one-third, 
which  is  out  of  step  l'li th  general  trode  bet\'recr1  i ndustrnl i zerl 
countries(2). 
5.  There  is nm-1  fl  grovring  C'OnC'cntrotion  of  Jnponese  exports  on  the  Cornmt.nity, 
now  the  mni n  open  nnd  profit.flble  morkct  nvnilobl e  due  to  t·:<rtwn9c  r.ab~ 
movements,  a  situation  whirh  is  likely  to  rontinuc.A  generni  rerovery  in 
the  competitiveness  of  Jopnn' s  exports,  of  1·1hi C'h  there  ore  si<Jn~;,  rmd c' 
well  inrrease  the  concentroti on  on  the  Community  mnr;,et.  The  restd t  ~~:> 
thnt  tile  Community  is  in  the  process of  becomi  n~1  on  i  nrre:J~Ji '•']1 y  i1npurtnnl 
trode  pnrL·ner  for  Jnpnn,  both  OS  D  market  and  El'>  a  SUflfll.i er"  /\  fl~VI  yenr·s 
ngo l  Jup<~n' s  t rode  with  !:he  Communi t y  amounted  t.o  around  rJn·~  :· :-,; uJ  tH, t  tn~; 
now  reElrhcd  rout]hl y  one  holf of  ti1Qt  1~ith  the  United  ShJtes. 
6.  Tt1e  counterpart  to  Jnpnn's  surplus  on  merchandise  trndc  nnd  the  ris•:  of 
tnc  yen  is  tl1u  m·J~>sive  inrrense  in  llcr  investment  abroocl.  l'h:i]e  1~ost·  ur' 
U1is  flus  been  jn  finonriEll  nssets,  direct  investmL~nt  lws  llr:~n  ri~-:;irlfJ 
rnpidly  flncl  this  trend  is  likely  to  contir1ue.  Direr!  inveslr>wnt  .in  tt1e 
Community  is  inrrcosingly  hElving  on  impnrt  on  its  er·cnomj·,  tl10ugh  this 
investment  is  not  on  U1e  snme  scole  n~>  thot  in  the  Unit-ed  Slti!·es.  \lhl lP 
direct  investment  used  generally  to  IJe  welromed,  disrussion is now  9rowing 
nlHlut  [t·s  contribution  to  tile  [uropeon  economy.  On  tt1e  one  IH.:1aJ,  2npunr>~;c 
i flvcstm<Jnt  is  wcl co:ned  v1l1en  i ntegrnted  into  the  Europr:.lf"l  c~cono:ny,  .sn 
contri!Ju! ing  to  proriurtinn,  employment  nnd  th~~  tr·H,1Sft..:r- ul  l:t:r~~r.o1nJY·  lin 
the  othct·,  doubt  i~•  qro~ttin~j  r.bout  the  value  of  ns~JC!Ti~ll'J  ,)p~rutir:r•~;~  or  of 
those  vlith  insufficient  vnlue  ndded,  nnd  obout  tl1c  ro;!;~diL~.-~~~  l::·tv:.,..Cil 
notional  nnd  rcgionnl  nuUJOritics  in  offering  in:-'cntivf.S  rn  nttrul't 
invcst:111ent~  pnrtirtdnriy  when  scrtors  in  djffirulty  ore  rorwr~rnec;.  V/ilt1 
further  i nrrenscs  j n  ~
1 df1'Jn•Jsc  i nvestrnent  expecteG,  it  rnny  L'e  t i r;~·  to 
(J)  Jnpan~~Jc  ::;tati~>tics  inc]u·J~  no~1-111~neb:Jry  gnld  nt  its  fuJi  r;:<~rr·IH••:tii~e 
volue,  nlt:tlUIJgh  t.llis  gold  1vus  not  prudurerJ  in  tt>:_,  r·.Jr:•:;,L•rJitj'  tJut  (;n! 1 
t rmletl  through  i. t. 
(2)  In  Efl!  rcrlil~\  the  cover  ratio  ~vns  37?,;  jn  1987  os  romJ•nr·ed  \'Vil11  35~';  in  1:·[<6. 
Cot11mun it  y  stat  i ::; t: i cs. 
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reflect  further  on  such  questions,  particularly  in  the  perspective  of  the 
creation  of  the  single  market,  while  bearing  in  mind  the  evolution  of 
negotiations on  trade-related investment  measures  in  the  Uruguay  Round. 
7.  In  contrast,  investment  by  Community  firms  in  Japan  has  remained  on  a 
small  scale.  Clearly direct  investment  can  be  essential  to  the  penetration 
of  the  Japanese  market,  so  a  significant  increase  would  be  valuable,  as  a 
complement  to  a  rise  in  the  Community's  exports  to  Japan.  This  may  be  the 
moment  for  the  Community  further  to  reflect  on  the obstacles  to  investment 
by  Community  firms  in  Japan. 
8.  It is  clear  that  changes  are  taking  plore  in  Japan's  economic  nnd  trade 
relations  with  the  world  ns  a  whole,  and  that  these  generally  go  in  the 
right  direction.  The  problem  is  rather  that  change  is  not  fast  enough  to 
reduce  trade  tensions  signi ficontl y  - the  danger  of  o  general  turn  to 
bilateralism  or  protectionism  is  still  present.  In  the  cose  of  the 
Community,  there  is  the  particular  worry  that  Japan's  surplus  has  changed 
little  and  trade  is  increasingly  concentrated  on  its  market.  Unless 
balanced  by  foster  gr·owth  of  the  Community's  exports  to  Japan,  this could 
increase  tensions  over  trade.  It  is  essenti ol,  then,  that  Japan  makes 
foster  progress  in  opening  her  markets,  both  implementing  her  statements 
of  intention and  taking  account  of  the  Community's  requests  in  a  \'my  that 
reflects its growing  importance  as  a  trade  partner,  and  fully  accepts  her 
responsibilities  so  far  as  surges  of  exports  of  sensitive  products  are 
concerned.  As  things stand  now,  o  real  balance of advantages  in  relations 
with  Japan  still  does  not  exist,  and  so  should  be  pursued  in  o  vigorous 
and  consistent  way.  The  completion  of  the  single  market  by  1992  has  added 
a  further  dimension,  as  Japanese  exporters will  also benefit  from  H. 
II.  SECTORAL  ACTIONS  UNDERWAY 
9.  Motor  vehicles,  cosmetics  and  medical  devices.  In  July  1987,  the 
Commission  reported  to  the  Council  (1)  on  the  results  of  discussions  with 
the  Japanese  authorities  on  motor  vehicles,  cosmetics  and  medical 
equipment.  In  its  conclusion  the  Council  requested  ttw  Commission  to 
invite  the  Japanese  Government  to  set  speci fie  dotes  for  the 
implementation  of  measures  already  agreed  on  and  to  state  whether  they 
could  meet  the  Community's  other  requests  concerning  these  sectors.  The 
Commission  put  these  questions  in  on  aide  memoire  to  the  Japanese 
authorities  in  August  and  received  a  reply  in  late  December.  The  Council 
of  July  1987  also  asked  the  Commission  to  report  on  the  progress of  these 
sectoral  actions  by  the  end  of  1987;  this  report  which  takes  account.  of 
the  replies  given  by  the  Japanese  authorities  is given  in  full  in  Annex  I 
and  summarised  here. 
(1)  COM(87)344  final  of 9  July  1907. 
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.10.  In  the  r-ose  of  cosmetics,  the  Commission  is  snti~>fied  1·1ilh  the  progres~~ 
achieved,  in particular  regarding  a  new  procedure  for  informal  approval  of 
ingredients  for  cosmetics,  the  further  development  of  the  comprehensive 
U censing  system  for  categories  of  products  and  the  introduction  of  a 
system  to  aprrove  quasi-drugs  by  category.  The  Commission,  therefore, 
proposes  a  monitoring  approach;  if  necessary,  discussions  with  the 
Japanese  authorities  can  take  place  on  an  ad  hoc  basis  or  on  the occasion 
of other sectoral  discussions with  the Ministry  of  Hcaltl1  and  Welfare. 
11.  Progress has  also  been  made  on  medical  devices.  For  instance,  the  Japanese 
authori tics  have  published  a  new  and  expanded  edition  of  the  Guide  to 
lledical  Device  Registration  in  Japnn  and  promised  to  make  every  effort  on 
a  case-by-case  basis  to  reduce  tho  approval  period  for  new  medical 
devices.  Further  improvements,  however,  could  still  be  n1ade  on  these  and 
other  issues.  It would  be  oppropriate,  therefore,  to  continue  discussions. 
12.  1\s  for  motor  vehicles,  many  changes  in  standards,  tests  and  approval 
procedures  hove  already  been  obtained.  Some  recent  rhangcs  involve  the 
approval  of  rear  fog  lamps  and  the  acceptance  of  Europeon  test  procedures 
for  the  acceleration  running  noise  level,  as  well  as  for  brakes.  For  some 
of  these  changes,  the  means  of  implementation is still under  discussion  or 
study.  1\t  the  same  time,  o  number  of  serious  barriers  still  exist,  not 
only  as  regards  standards,  tests  and  approval  procedures,  but  also 
discriminoti.on  against  imported  motor  vehicles  in  j nsurancc  premiums  nnd 
rommodity  and  road  taxes.  In  view  of  the  economic:  importance  of  tl1e 
sector,  the Commission  proposes  to  continue  giving  full  attention  to it  ir1 
sectoral discussions. 
13.  Knnsai  Airport  and  large  infrostructure  projects.  If effectively  opened  to 
intern<ltionnl  competition,  these  projects  could  offer  rnnjor  nP\'1 
opportunities  to  Community  firms.  The  Commission  llns  therefore  insi!.Jtcd 
with  the  Japanese  nuthori tics  on  open  rom petition  and  on  transpnrcnt  and 
fnir  proredures  for  prorurernent.  It  has  nlso  expressed  its  concern  about. 
reports of  preferenti nl  treatment.  for  American  firms  nncl  stressed  the  m~ed 
to  avoid  discrimination.  The  Commission  conUnues  to  follow  development~.> 
close!  y  nnd  is  studying  the  foJlo\"1-up  needed  in  the  c:c:se  of  Konsni 
International  1\irport.  It is  also  preparing  on  inventory  of  other  l<:.rge 
infrnstructure  projects,  as  a  bnsis  for  possible initiatives. 
Annex  2  gives  further  information. 
14.  Financial  services.  ~lith  the  support  of  the  t·lcrnber  Stntes,  the  Cornmi'>~lion 
has  pressed  the  Japoncse  authorities  for  further  libcralisation  of 
finnndnl  markeh>t  in  pnrticulnr  for  the  dcregulnt.ion  of  interest  r1h~s 
and  improvements  in  l:he  operetion  of  the  intertJOii!(  market.  in  f1pril  1937, 
the  JnpAnesc  nul:horities  introduced  the  deregulAtion  of  i11Lor~st  roi.c'>  for 
deposits  of  YlOO  million  or  more.  \·lhile  vlclcoming  this  sign  of  Jnpun':.; 
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commitment  to  the  liberolisotion  of  the  finonrird  ser·tor,  ttw  Commis~>ion 
believes  that  this  threshold  is  too  high  and  should  be  redured  at  least  to 
Y10  million.  On  several  occasions,  therefore,  it  has  insisted  with  the 
Japanese  authorities  on  the  more  extensive  ond  ropi d  l i berolisation  of 
financial  markets  ond  will  continue to  do  so. 
15.  As  for  the  proposal  to  improve  the  facilities  avai1oble  to  European  bonks 
for  financ-ing  imports  into 
replies  from  the  Japanese 
replies  indicated  that  the 
Japan,  the  Commission  reC'ei ved  last  DeC'ember 
authorities  to  its  formal  requests.  These 
Bank  of  Japan  was  not  willing  to  make  formc:ll 
amendments  to  the  Import  Bill  Financing  Scheme,  but  accepted  to  increase 
the  quota  for  European  banks  and  operate  the  srheme  more  flexibly;  there 
ore  already  signs of this greater  flexibility  in  the  Bonk's  practices.  The 
Commission  considers  this  a  positive  step  but  is  reflecting  on  the 
follow-up  required  on  other ospects. 
Further  information is given  in Annex  3. 
III.  NEW  SECTORAL  ACTIONS 
16.  Following  the  conrlusions  of  the  CoLJncil  of  JLJl y  1987,  the  Commission 
has  prepared  initiatives  on  dairy  prodLJcts,  pharmaceLJticals  and  the 
protection of intellectual  property. 
Doiry  and  other  prodLJcts.  The  Commission  has  sent  a  memorandLJm  (see  annex 
4)  on  dairy  prodLJcts  to  the  Japanese  authorities  dealing  with  certain 
obstacles to  trade,  for  example  qLJantitative  restrictions and  high  rates of 
tariffs,  to  which  their  reply  was  negative.  The  Commission  intends  to  have 
discLJssions  on  dairy  prodLJcts  as  soon  as  possible,  as  well  as  on  pigmeat, 
phyto-sanitary  qLJestions,  and  other  agricultLJral  issLJes. 
17.  PharmaceLJticals.  Explanatory  talks  have  taken  place  with  the  Japanese 
authorities,  who  have  shown  their  willingness  to  continue  with  more 
sLJbstantia1  discLJssions.  A reqLJest  list is being  prepared  for  submission  to 
tho  Japanese  aLJthori ties  and  fLJrther  discLJssions  are  expected  before  the 
sLJmmer  break. 
18.  Protection of intellectual  property.  The  Commission  is sending  the  Japanese 
aLJthorities  a  memorandLJm  on  one  specific  aspect,  roLJnterfeiting,  that 
reqLJests  them  to  intensify  efforts  to  devise  and  implement  more  effective 
measLJres  to  C'ombot  it and  to  inC'rease  protection.  It  then  intends  to  begin 
discLJssions,  most  likely before  the  sLJmmer  break. 
IV.  ACTIONS  UNDER  GATT 
19.  Wines  and  Spirits.  Since  the  adoption  of  the  panel's  report  by  the  G/\ TT 
CoLJncil,  the  Commission  has  token  every  opportunity  to  insist  on  its rapid 
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rl!I'J  ful!  ir~~)~CITI2fllutinr  .•  The  deri.si.on  or  :tv.·  Japane~e  uultwritics  tu  link 
ttw  revision  or  tn>~e:J  or!  1•i ne~  nnd  spi ri  t.s  to  l:h2  grncrul  tax  reform  is  a 
rli:Jappointr.~ent.  The  Cumnd ssi.on  ~ws  n~ked  fm·  o  report  by  the  Japnnt~se 
authorities  to  the  GATT  Counril  in Fcbruury.  The  Jnpane~1e r·eply  was  lhnt  it 
vm~;  impossible  to  give  preci sc  indirati  on~>  of  timing  and  referred  bark  to 
the  proposals  of  the  LDP  on  the  llflsic  direrLion of  the  revi~ion of  the 
liquor  tex  low,  its  moin  points  being  the  abolition  of  the  grading  system 
for  whisky  and  brandy  ond  the abolition of ad  valorem  taxes  (sec  annex  5). 
The  Commission  will  continue  to  present  to  the  JopanesP  outhori tics  its 
views  on  the  implementation  of  the  revision  of  the  Liquor  Tox  Law  ot  each 
stage of  the  process,  before definite positions are  adopted. 
20.  Semi-conductors.  Following  a  complaint  by  the  Commission  under  Article 
XXIII-2,  the  GATT  Counril  agreed  last  April  to  establish  a  panel  on  trade 
prartices  adopted  by  Japan  under  the  arrange~ent  with  United  States  on 
semi-condurtors.  The  pnnel  hos  met  several  times  and  its report  to  the 
Council  is expected  immediately. 
21.  Leather  ond  leather footwear.  In  January  the  Commission  had  new 
consultations  in  Tokyo  with  the  Japanese  authorities  on  tho  implementation 
of  the  agreements,  which  representatives  of  Community  industry  also 
attended.  At  those  the  Commission  made  suggestions  for  improving 
implementation,  which  the  Japanese  authorities are  considering. 
22.  Article  XXIV-6.  The  Commission  is  following  closely  the  implementntion  of 
the  commitments  the  Japanese  authorities  made  on  the  occasion  of  the 
discussions  on  Article  XXIV-6  (accession of  Portugal  ond  Spain).  At  present 
it seems  that  the  Japanese  authorities are  progressively carrying out  tt1oir 
undertakings,  except  in  the  case  of  fortified  wines  for  which  they  hove  not 
proposed  a  reduction of duties  for  the  fiscal  year 1988. 
23.  Quantitative  restrictions  on  agricultural  products.  The  Commission  is 
following  closely  the  implementation  of  the  recommendations  of  the  GATT 
panel  on  quantitative  restrictions  on  ogricul tural  products  (panel 
requested  by  the  United  States).  The  Community  has  substantial  interests  in 
these  products,  so  the  Commission  plans  to  have  discusions  with  the 
Japanese authorities. 
V.  PRIOR  SURVEILLANCE  OF  CERTAIN  IMPORTS 
24.  In  April  1907,  the  government  of  the  United  States  derided  to  impose  100?~ 
duties  on  imports  from  Japan  of  certain  personal  computers,  colour 
televisions  and  elertric  hand  tools.  Faced  with  the  danger  of  o  harmful 
diversion  of  Japnnese  exports  to  its  markets,  in  r~ay  19B7  the  Com~nuni ty 
i nt- reduced  for  u  period  of  six  months  the  prior  survei llnnre  of  i mpcn·t  ~;  or 
ttwse  products  from  Jnpnn  •  In  October  it extended  this  arrangcrnc!nt  unti 1 
April  1988,  ns  the  /\rneticnn  measures  remained  pnrtially in effect.  Tt-Je  d<JI<, 
collect-ed  shows  that  unti 1 
exports  to  the  Community. 
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VI.  SlliPOUlLDING 
25.  Tile  Commission  vlill  soon  present  a  rommuni.cution  on  urt ion  to  lw  tulwn  un 
shipbuilding.  For  the  industry  to  survi vc  measures  nrc  needed  to  fore 
rornpet:ition  from  Japan  and  other  Far  Eastern  countries.  The  purpose  of  the 
communi cation  then,  is  to  propose  the  negotiation  of  on  agreement  with 
Japan  on  the  stobilizotion  of  the  world  market  for  ships  and  the 
elimination of  distorsions  in it. 
VII.  EXPORT  PROMOTION  PROGRAMME  (EXPROM) 
26.  The  Commission  is  actively  developing  its  programme  to  promote  exports  to 
Japan.  The  first  element  of this is the Executive  Training  Programme,  under 
which  the  Commission  sends  fifty  young  executives  each  year  to  Japan  for 
intensive  language  courses  and  for  experience  of  work  in  Japanese  firms. 
The  second  is  the  assistance  the  Commission  gives  Community  industry  to 
promote  exports,  particularly  through  market:  studies and  partiripation ot 
trade  fairs.  Through  such  actions,  it:  can  back  up  sectoral  actions  to  open 
markets  (for  example,  trade  missions  on  leather  shoes,  the  opening  of  the 
Tokyo  Shoe  Fair  to  foreign  participants  and  the  preparation  of  an  inventory 
of  large  construction  projects).  A first  study  is also  underway  to  explore 
more  systematic  fashion  than  hitherto. 
Annex  6  gives  further  information 
VIII.  COOPERATION  ON  TELECOMMUNICATIONS  AND  INFORMATION  TECHNOLOGY 
27.  The  Community  has  decided  for  domestic  purposes  to  base its standardisation 
policy  as  far  as  possible  on  international  standards.  Consequently,  both 
from  the  point  of  view  of  intercommunication  and  of  export  opportunities, 
it  is  in  the  Community's  interest  if Japan  (and  other  countries)  apply 
international  standards  for  telecommunications  and  information 
technology.This  would  help  to  make  the  Japanese  market  more  accessible  to 
foreign  suppliers  of  both  equipment  and  services,  and  put  the  weight  of 
major  Japanese  corporations  behind  international  competition  based  on  open 
standards.  The  Commission  is  consequently  engaged  in  discussions  with  the 
Japanese  authorities  on  standards  for  digital  telecommunications  and  the 
interconnection  of  data  processing  systems.  Discussions  are  also  plan  ned 
between  the  interested  parties  on  reconciling  European  and  Japanese 
proposals  for  high  definition  television  standards,  while  maintaining 
compatibility with  existing systems. 
Annex  7  gives  further  information. 
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I~.  CUOPERAfiJN  ON  SCIENCE  A~D TCCHNOLPGY 
2B.  J~pan continues  lo  follow  three  main  goals,  on  inr~ense  in  rreativo  b~sir 
rPsea~rt1,  n  greAI·~r  ront-ri.bution  to  internotionol  rescarrh  and  the  pu~sui  t 
of  terhnolo9y  in  t.urmo11Y  wJ th soriety  and  nature.  The  Cor:;;,lission  use:.  every 
opportunity  to  insist  that  these  poliry  aspirations  be  put  into  prart.ire 
and  that  the:  result  be  a  greater  bnlnnre  of  benefits  for  all  partners  in 
sri enti fir  cooperation  and  rommuniration  To  promote  this,  the 
Commission's  approach  is  essentially  to  explore  the  fields  where  Japanese 
research  is  likely  to  be  of  interest  and  to  inrrease  the  capari ty  of 
European  sc-ientists  to  draw  real  benefits  from  access  to  and  inte~ncti  on 
with  Japanese  work  (for  example  through  the  Young  Scientist  Exchange 
Programme). 
29.  A field  where  the  potential  for  mutually beneficial  researrh exists is that 
of  thermonuclear  fusion.  Negotiations  at  official  level  hove  p~ogrcssed 
substantially on  an  agreement  between  the  Community  and  Japan. 
After  completing  a  feasibility  study,  the  Japanese authorities are  expected 
to  p~opose to  the  Summit  a  programme  of  international  cooperation  on  basic 
research  into  odvanred  biologiral  functions  :  the  Human  Frontiers  Srience 
Programme.  The  Community  should  examine  the  p~oposal  rarefully  and  its 
~esponse  should  depend  on  the  possibilities  for  mutually  benefirial 
cooperation. 
Annex  8  gives  furthe~  info~mation 
X.  INDUSTRIAL  COOPERATION 
30.  The  Centre  for  Industrial  Cooperation  started operations  last  summer,  with 
courses  for  European  engineers  and  managers  in  Tokyo.  The  Centre  ol so 
provides  information  servi res ·for  European  componi es  wishing  to  establish 
themselves  in  Japan  or  to  identify  potential  Japanese  partners.  Although  it 
is too  early  to rearh  firm  conclusions,  the  Commission's initial impression 
is positive.  A decision will  have  to  made  in  due  course  on  the continuation 
of  the  Community's  financial  support  for  the  rentre  after  the  end  of  this 
year. 
XI.  COOPERATION  ON  ENERGY 
31.  Relations  with  Japan  in  tile  field  of  energy  continued  to  broaden  in  1987. 
In  May  the  Commission  led  o  sperial  industrial  mission  to  Japan  whict1 
explored  areas  for  practiral  cooperation  on  fuel  rells.  Another  issue whirh 
rontinued  to  figure  large  in  relations  with  Japan  was  that  of  refJning  and 
trade  in  oil  p~oducts.  The  Commission  has  been  actively  following  the 
proposed  changes  in  policy  towards  the  petroleum  industry  in  Japan 
announred  in  the  autumn  of  1987.  The  implirations  of  the  proposed 
rationalisation  for  the  Con:muni ty  have  been  examined  and  wi 11  he  red sed 
...  I . .  Cr 
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with  the  Japanese  authorities  in  the  spring of  1988.  Detailed ronsiderotion 
was  also  given  to  the  ronsequenres  for  the  Community  of  the  propu!>ed 
agreement  on  nurlear  rooperation  between  the  United  States  and  Japnn 
covering  transfer of  fuels  and  fuel  cycle services. 
Annex  10  gives  further  information. 
XII.  INFORMATION  POLICY 
32.  The  Commission  i.s  developing  an  intensive  information  programme  in  the 
regions  of  Japan,  where  a  network  of  European  Community  associations  is 
being  built up  among  prefectural  governments,  chambers  of  commerce,  women's 
and  consumer  organisations  and  the media.  These  associations are  beginning 
to  prove  themselves  useful  vehicles  for  export  promotion  in  areas where  the 
market  is  largely  untapped.  They  also  enable  the  Commission,  with  the 
assistance of  Member  States,  the  European  Business  Council  in  Japan  and  the 
Centre  for  Industrial  Cooperation,  to  create  a  more  comprehensive  and 
attractive view  of  the  Community  among  Japanese  consumers. 
Annex  II  gives  further information. 
Annexes: 
1.  Motor  vehicles,  cosmetics  and  medical  devices 
2.  Kansai  International Airport 
3.  Financial  services 
4.  Dairy  products 
5.  Liquor  tax  law 
6.  EXPROM 
7.  Telecommunications  and  information  technology 
8.  Science  and  technology 
9.  Industrial  cooperation 
10.  Energy 
11.  Information  Policy 
12.  Statistics. A N N E  X  I 
Sectoral  discussions  with  Japan  on  ~otor vehicles, 
medical  devices  and  cosmetics 
I  Objectives 
1.  In  July  1987  the  Commission  reported  to  the  Council  the  results  of 
the  sectoral discussions  it had  been  conducting  with  Japan  on  motor 
vehicles,  medical  devices  and  cosmetics  (COM<87)344  final  of 
9  July  1987).  These  discussions  had  taken  place  during  the first 
half of  1987,  with  missions  in  February  and  June  1987.  A joint 
summary  of  conclusions  was  agreed  with  Japan.  The  main  conclusion  of 
the  Commission's  report  was  that  progress  had  been  reasonable,  but  as 
yet  insufficient. 
2.  The  Council  took  note  of  this  report  and  agreed  the  following 
<7943/87)  : 
i)  The  Commission  should  put  to  the  Japanese  a  list of  objectives, 
inviting  Japan  to  set  specific dates  for  the  implementation  of 
measures  already  agreed  upon  and  inviting  them  to  state  by  the 
end  of  1987  whether  or  not  they  are  in  a  position  to  act  on 
other  requests  put  to  them  on  behalf  of  the  EC; 
ii)  The  Commission  should  make  a  progress  report  on  motor  vehicles, 
cosmetic  products  and  medical  equipment  before  the  end  of  1987, 
which  should  allow  time  in  the  intervening  period  for  Japan  to 
take  the  necessary  decisions  at  the  political  level  to  satisfy 
the  Community's  complimentary  requests  and  to  implement  at  the 
technical  level  concessions  already  made; 
iii)  The  Commission  should  prepare  for  sectoral  discussions  in  other 
sectors, after ensuring  that  the  Community  industries  are 
prepared  to participate  actively  in  the  preparation  and  pursuit 
of  such  negotiations. 
3.  The  present  report  describes  the  action  taken  by  the  Commission  on 
the  above  conclusions  of  the  Council.  It  contains  an  analysis  of 
progress  made  on  motor  vehicles,  medical  devices  and  cosmetic 
products.  A schematic  overview  is  ~nneY.ed. 
The  text  of  this  annex  has  been  agreed  with  the  Japanese authorities. 
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II  Results 
4.  In  August  1987  the  Commission  sent  an  aide-memoire  to the  Japanese 
authorities  asking  for  dates  for  implementation  of  measures  already 
agreed  upon,  and  for  Japan  to  revise  its position on  EC  requests  that 
had  not  yet  been  accepted.  Japan  was  invited  to  reply  before  the  end 
of  1987. 
In  the  meantime,  the  Commission  held  meetings  with  representatives  of 
the  European  industrial  sectors  concerned  to evaluate  the  outcome  of 
the  discussions  with  the  Japanese  authorities.  Those  meetings  showed 
that  the  cosmetics  industry  was  generally satisfied and  preferred  a 
low-key  approach  for  the  time  being,  but  that  the  non-satisfied  EC 
requests  on  motor  vehicles  and,  to  a  lesser extent,  medical  devices 
were  of  considerable  importance  to  industry.  Relatively  few  new 
requests  were  formulated. 
A clarification of  several  requests  in  the  aide-memoire  on  cosmetics 
and  medical  devices  was  sent  to the  Ministry of  Health  and  Welfare  in 
November  1987.  Outstanding  issues  were  again  mentioned  to  the 
Japanese  authorities  in  December  1987. 
The  Japanese  reply  to  the  aide-memoire  was  received  late  December 
1987.  The  answers  on  medical  devices  and  cosmetics  were  discussed 
~1ith  a  delegation  of  the  Ministry  of  Health  and  Welfare  in Brussels 
in  January  1988.  Contacts  on  motor  vehicles  took  place  via  the  EC 
Delegation  in  Tokyo  and  the  Japanese  Mission  in Brussels. 
The  Commission  evaluates  the  Japanese  reply  to  its aide-memoire  as 
follows  : 
5.  Motor  vehicles 
The  Commission  asked  for  publication of  a  number  of  agreed  changes 
regarding  standards.  Most  of  these  have  now  been  published.  Still to 
come  into existence  are  guidelines  for  the  exceptional  handling 
method  for  the  front  wheel  alignment  of  cars  (July 1988  is  the  target 
date)  and  a  procedure  for  providing  motor  vehicle  registration data 
to  European  manufacturers  (under  study  by  the  European  Business 
Council  in Tokyo). 
Since  last  June,  the  Ministry  of  Transport  decided  to  accept  the 
installation of  rear  fog  lamps,  as  well  as  European  test  procedures 
for  the  acceleration  running  noise  level  (with  slight modifications) 
and,  in principle,  brakes  (subject  to  implementation).  It  also 
eliminated  some  required  data  on  the  specification table.  It further 
brought  the  measuring  method  of  the  stationary  noise  level  test  into 
line  with  ISO  standards,  while  exceeding  the  requirements  of  the 
relevant  EEC/ECE  guidelines  by  requiring  adherence  to prescribed 
noise  level  maxima.  Finally,  the Ministry  of  Transport  reduced  the 
intensity  requirement  of  number  plate  lamps  <subject  to 
implementation).  Research  is still under  way  for  revisions  regarding 
head  lamps,  number  plate attachment  and  speedometers. 
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A plan  now  exists  for  the  elimination  of  insurance  discrimination  of 
foreign  cars.  This  plan  is  scheduled  for  adoption  this  summer.  A 
single  rate  for  the  commodity  tax  could  possibly  be  part  of  the 
general  tax  reform  to  be  decided  upon  later this year.  This  reform  is 
planned  to  enter  into  force  in  1989.  As  for  the  road  vehicle  tax, 
the  Japanese  Government  has  no  intention  to  eliminate discrimination 
of  larger  cars,  in  which  category most  European  imports  fall.  The 
dimension  criteria for  tax  classification  have  not  been  abolished 
either.  The  Commission  recently  sent  a  memorandum  on  these  issues  to 
the  Japanese  Government. 
In  economic  terms,  the  motor  vehicle  sector  is  the  most  essential  of 
the  current  sectoral discussions.  Progress  on  harmonisation  of 
standards  has  on  the  whole  been  good.  It  remains  important  that 
European  standards  for  head  lamps,  number  plate  attachment  and 
spec:Joneters  be  accepted.  Also,  the  Commission  feels  that  for  the 
stationary  noise  level  test  the  maximum  values  should  be  abolished 
and  EEC/ECE  test  results  accepted,  while  the  steady  running  noise 
level  test  is  unnecessary  as  such.  Equally  unnecessary  is  the  heat 
warning  device  for  catalysers.  Finally,  the  elimination of 
discrimination of  foreign  cars  in  the  commodity  and  automobile  taxes, 
as  well  as  in  the  insurance  tariffs,  is  most  important. 
In  view  of  the  above,  new  discussions  on  motor  vehicles  should  be 
envisaged.  Applications  are  now  being  made  for  type  approval  of  new 
European  models  on  the  Japanese  market.  These  will  serve  to  test 
Japan's  implementation  of  recent  changes,  in particular  regarding  the 
acceptance  last  June  of  manufacturers'  completion  inspection  under 
the  type  designation  system.  This  evaluation,  together  with 
outstanding  requests,  should  be  taken  up  in  the  sectoral discussions 
foreseen  by  the  Commission. 
6.  Medical  devices 
The  Commission  sought  to  increase  the  transparency  of  Japanese 
procedures  by  asking  for  the  publication of  an  illustrative  list of 
products  sensitive  for  the  adaptability of  the  body  <which  have  to  be 
clinically tested  in  Japan)  and  of  guidelines  for  acceptance of 
foreign  data.  In  response,  the  Ministry of  Health  and  Welfare  gave  a 
definition of  products  sensitive for  the adaptability of  the  body  and 
declared  itself  ready  for  consultation  in  cases  of  doubt.  A new 
edition  was  published of  the  Guide  to Medical  Device  Registration  in 
Japan,  which  includes  a  section on  the  acceptance  of  foreign  data. 
The  Commission  also  asked  a  shortening of  the  approval  period  for  new 
medical  devices  from  twelve  to  six  months.  To  this  request  only  best 
efforts on  a  case-by-case  basis  were  promised.  Nor  has  Japan 
committed  itself to  a  more  rapid  adaptation  of  reimbursement  levels 
to  technological  change.  It has,  however,  introduced  certain 
consultation procedures,  which  may  in practice  bring  about  this 
result. -4-
The  Commission  considers  the  Japanese  reply  to  its aide-memoire 
partly satisfactory.  Shortening  the  approval  period  for  new  medical 
devices  remains  an  important  demand.  Whether  problems  will  persist 
regarding  products  sensitive for  the  adaptability of  the  body  and 
rapid  adaptation  of  reimbursement  levels will  have  to be  awaited.  In 
general,  the  Commission  would  like the  Ministry  of  Health  and  Welfare 
to  transform  its Guide  to  Medical  Device  Registration  into  a  full-
fletched  handbook.  Such  a  handbook  would  contain all  the  information 
that  might  be  useful  for  an  exporter  in  Europe.  The  current  Guide 
still often  refers  to  government  publications  not  included  in  the 
Guide  and  available only  in  Japanese. 
In  discussions  in  Tokyo  in  December  1987  the  Commission  asked  for  the 
immediate  implementation  of  international  standards  without  any 
deviation  into  Japanese  standards,  for  allowing  all electrical  safety 
tests  to  be  performed  by  the  manufacturer  rather  than  by  a  designated 
laboratory,  and  for  a  general,  rapid  and  simple  procedure  for 
allowing  temporary  imports  for  exhibition  or  demonstration  purposes. 
More  concrete  information  on  this  latter  request  was  supplied  by  the 
Commission  in  January  1988.  In  reply,  Japan  committed  itself to 
continue  enhancing  conformity  of  Japanese  standards  with 
international  standards.  It  rejected  the  EC's  request  of  having  all 
electrical safety tests  performed  by  the  manufacturer.  It  is still 
considering  the  EC's  request  concerning  the  procedure  for  temporary 
imports  for  exhibitions or demonstrations. 
In  the  view  of  the  Commission,  several  problems  remain  in  this 
sector of  considerable  economic  importance.  The  Commission  intends  to 
follow  up  these  problems  in  on-going  discussions  with  the  Japanese 
authorities. 
7.  Cosmetics 
In  this  sector where  relatively  few  problems  were  left after  the 
discussions  of  last  June,  the  Ministry  of  Health  and  Welfare  produced 
an  explanatory  paper  on  the definition  of  cosmetics,  quasi-drugs  and 
drugs.  It  initiated a  new  procedure  for  informal  approval  of 
cosmetics  ingredients,  provided  some  information  on  how  this 
procedure  will  work,  but  did  not  send  a  memorandum  to  the  Commission 
outlining  the details of  this  procedure,  as  asked  for  by  the 
Commission.  The  comprehensive  licensing  system  for  cosmetics  uas 
improved  by  including  some  product  categories  of  particular  interest 
to  European  industry,  by  generally  broadening  product  categories,  and 
by  announcing  several  new  parts.  More  rapid  progress  should  be 
possible  in  this  area  if  Japan  devoted  more  resources  to  this task. 
Similarly,  the  EC  request  to  update  ingredient  lists within  six 
months  of  approval  rather  than  on  a  yearly  basis  continues  to  be 
rejected  for  lack  of  staff.  Japan  does  envisage  to  introduce  a  system 
to  approve  quasi-drugs  by  category,  but  here  again  rapid  progress 
depends  on  sufficient  resources. -5-
The  Corr.::Jiss~on  is gcncrntly  so~~sficd uith  the  Jnpanesc  ;--cply  on 
cosrr.(;t·ics.  Outst<:nding  requests  c:~re  not  of  prir.:nry  ·ii:~;'lort;:;ncr·. 
Therefore,  the  Co~1c:lission  suggests  tc  follou  closely  J2pnn's 
irnrlernent~tion of  d;e  nell  procedure  for  cosmetics  ingredient!.'.,  the 
development  of  an  npproval  system  by  category  for  qu~si-drugs,  the 
broadening  of  product  categories  under  the  comprehensive  licensing 
system  for  cos~etics,  and  the  extension  of  this  licensing  system  to 
new  products.  Further discussions  with  the  Ministry of  Health  ~nd 
Welfare  could  take  place  on  an  ad  hoc  basis. 
III  Conclusion 
8.  On  cosmetics,  the  Conmission  is  satisfied with  progress  achieved.  The 
Commission  proposes  a  low-key,  monitoring  approach.  If  necessary, 
discussions  with  Japan  can  take  place  on  an  ad  hoc  basis or  at  the 
time  of other  sectoral  discussions  with  the  Ministry of  Health  and 
Uelfare. 
Progress  has  also  been  made  on  medical  devices.  However,  several 
problems  remain.  Further discussions  would  therefore  be  appropriate. 
For  motor  vehicles,  many  chan~es  in  standards  and  procedures  have  already 
been achieved.  The  mode  of  implementation of some  of  these  changes  is stiLL 
unuer  discussion or study.  At  the  same  time,  a  number  of serious  barriers 
still exist.  In view  of the  economic  importance  of this  sector,  the 
Co~mi~sion p~oposes to  continue  giving "full attention  to  it by  means  of 
sectoral  discussions. ~ 
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ANNEX  CThe  text of  this  annex  has  been agreed with  the  Japanese authorities) 
I.  Ir'.PLErtEPHATtON  OF  r:tEASURES  AtlUOUPlCED  BY  JAPAUESE  AUTHORITIES  IU  JUUE  1987 
1.  r.otor Vehicles 
ITEM 
Clearance  lamp  standard. 
Horn  sound  test. 
Vehicle  exhaust  emission 
durability  test. 
Heat  shields. 
Light  alloy disc  wheels. 
Front  wheel  alignment. 
Seat  reference point. 
Transmission  of 
registration data  to 
European  manufacturers. 
ACTIOU  REQUIRED 
Publication  of  abolition of 
5  watt  requirement. 
Publication of  acceptance  of 
ECE/EEC  certificate. 
Publication of  acceptance  of 
changes  in  transmission 
systems  and  EPA  report  or 
manufacturer's test data. 
Removal  of  reference  to 
requirement  for  heat  shield 
in  standards  or  vehicle 
documentation. 
Publication of  acceptance  of 
manufacturer's  tests and 
stamps. 
Publication of  acceptance  of 
alternative methods. 
Publication of  acceptance  of 
ECE/EEC  standards. 
Implementation of  agreement 
in  principle. 
ACTIOf~ TAKEN  EC  REQUEST  SATISFIED! 
Published 7/9/87. 
Acceptable  under  existing 
regulations. as  values  to  be 
entered in the  specification 
table;  no  special  publication. 
Acceptable  under  existing 
regulations;  no  special 
publication. 
Heat  shields  not  obligatory; 
no  special  publication. 
Already  published  on  23/1/87. 
Study  on  mode  of  acceptance 
to be  concluded  July  1988. 
Already  published  on  30/7/83. 
Proposal  on  implementation 
under  study  by  European 






Yes,  subject  to 
implementation. 
Yes. 
Yes,  subject  to 
implementation. 
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2.  ~edical devices 
Illustrative list of 
products  "sensitive  for 
the  adaptability of 
the  body". 
Acceptance  of  foreign 
safety tests. 
ACTIOU  REQUIRED 
Publication of  list. 
Publication of  up-dated 
guidelines  concerning 
acceptance  of  foreign 
data  for  medical  devices. 
ACTIOU  TAKEt~ 
Definition  given  22/12/87; 
case-by-case  consultation 
offered;  letter to  be  sent 
to  European  Business  Council 
in Tokyo. 
Section  added  on  acceptance 
of  foreign  data  in  new  edition 
of  the Guide  to  Medical  Device 
Registration  in  Japan, 
published  August  1987. 
EC  nEGUEST  SATISF!~O ? 
Yes,  subject  to 
implementation. 
Yes,  as  a 
temporary  solution. 
The  rather 
sur:1mary  Guide 
should  now  be 





information  for 
European 
exporters. 
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ITEM 
3.  Cosaetic  products 
Definition of  cosmetics, 
quasi-drugs  and  drugs. 
Advice  on  ingredients 
for  cosmetics. 
ACTIOP4  REQUIRED  ACTION  TAKEN  EC  REQUEST  SATISFIED  ? 
Explanatory  paper  of 
Ministry of  Health 
and  Welfare. 
Publication of  procedure 
for  "optional  consultation" 
of  Ministry of  Health 
and  Welfare  concerning 
ingredients  alone. 
Paper  supplied  22/12/87. 
Information on  contact  point 
supplied on  22.12.8~ 
Document  which  in view  of 
Japanese  government 
provides  full  information 
transmitted on  01.03.88. 
Yes. 
Yes,  subject  to 
ililplenentation. 
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II.  !JECISIQ;-·!S  !L 
II.  DECISIONS  CONCERNING  EC  REQUESTS  NOT  YET  ACCEPTED  IN  JUNE  1987 
ITEM  ACTION  REQUIRED  ACTION  TAKEN  EC  REQU~Sf  S~T:~~~~ 
1.  Motor  vehicles 
Headlamps  and  auxiliary 
head lamps. 
Rear  fog  warning  lamps. 
Number  plate  lamps  and 
attachment. 
Heat  warning  device 
for  ca ta lyse rs. 
Acceleration  running 
noise  level  test 
Steady  running  noise 
level  test. 
Stationary noise  level 
test. 
Acceptance  of  different 
standards  from  Japanese. 
Acceptance  of  such  lamps. 
Changes  in  Japanese 
requirements. 
Abolition 
Acceptance  of  ECE/EEC 
test data. 
Abolition. 
Abolition of  maximum 
values  and  acceptance 
of  EEC/ECE  test data. 
Study  on  acceptability  to be 
concluded  July 1988. 
Accepted  in  February  1988. 
Light  intensity  requirement 
of  number  plate  lamps  to  be 
reduced.  Attachment  under 
study  with  Japan  Automobile 
Importers  Association. 
Exchange  of  technical  infor-
~ation is  furthered  through 
EBC. 
Acceptance  published  on 
25/9/87,  with  min0r 
modifications. 
Explanation  was  rnc:E  concemirg 
necessity of steady rmnirg 
noise  level test. 
Replacement  of  stationary 
noise  level  test  by  proxi-
mity'stationary noise  level 
~tandard promulgated  on 
29/1/8~ 
------·--
Under  study. 
Yes 
Yes,  subject  Cl) 
implementation  ~s 
to  lamps. 
Und,~r  study  :1:: 
to  attacr  .. -,::n;  , 
No 








Speedometer  adjustment. 
Insurance tariffs. 
Commodity  tax. 
Road  vehicle  tax 
Cnutomobile  tax). 
1\CTION  REQUIRED  1\CTIO:J  T;'\:~E:l 
Acceptance  of  ECE  standard.  Study  on  mode  of 
Removal  of  unnecessary 
data  requirements. 
Acceptance  of  equipment 
complying  with  EC 
tolerance. 
Abolition  of  separate 
insurance  tariff for 
foreign  motor  vehicles. 
Fixing of  a  single  tax 
rate,  including  removal 
of  dimension  criteria 
for  tax  classification. 
More  gradual  increase  in 
tax  rates  and  removal  of 
dimension  criteria  fer 
tax  classification 
acceptance  being  conducted. 
Some  items  removed  from 
specification table 1/12/87. 
Study  on  acceptability  to 
be  concluded  July  1988. 
Introduction  of  new  rating 
structure targeted  for 
July  1988. 
The  measures  to  correct 
the  distorsion of  the 
present  consumption  tax 
system  are  now  under dis-
cussion within the  scheme 
of  ~he  comprehensive  t2x 
reform  in  the  Taxation 
Council. 
Reaso~s  ior  rejection 
supplied. 
EC  nE~U~ST  S~TISF!E 
Yes,  subject  to 
ir.1plercentation. 
Yes 
Under  study. 





2.  ~edical devices. 
ITEI1 
Duration  of  approval 
procedure. 
Health  insurance 
reimbursement. 
JIS  standards 




Temporary  importation 
for  demonstration 
ACTIOU  REQUIRED 
Shortening  of  maximum  time 
periods  for  approval. 
Changes  in  rules  to  allow 
more  rapid adaptation  to 
technological  change. 
Implementation  of  newly 
adopted  international 
standards  into JIS 
standards  should  be 
immediate  and  without 
deviation. 
Performance  of  these tests 
by  the  manufacturer  rather 
than  a  designated  testing 
body  should  be  allowed. 
A general,  rapid  and  simple 
procedure  should  be 
developed  to allow  such 
temporary  imports. 
ACTIOU  TAKEU  EC  m;au:::~:;  S1H'C~FT.Ci 
Best  efforts promised 
on  a  case-by-case  b~sis. 
Under  discussion with  the 
European  Business  Council 
in  Tokyo. 
Efforts  to this effect 
are  being  made. 
Reasons  for  rejection 
supplied  22.12.87. 
Co~mission was  asked  to 
supply  more  details. 
flo. 
L'nd-::r  stu~:)'. 
ic  b~ 
wonitcrcd. 
No. 
Ur.der  stur!y. 
- 6  -~ 
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3.  Coscet;c products. 
Improvement  of 
Comprehensive  Licensing 
System. 
ACTIOP~ REQUIRED 
- Broadening  of product 
categories. 
-Updating  ingredient  list 
within 6  months  of  approval. 
- Change  of priorities for 
products  to be  included 
in  CLS. 
- Extension  of  CLS  to 
quasi-drugs. 
ACTIOU  TAKEU  EC  REQUEST  SATISFIED? 
- Some  broadening  has  ocurred. 
- Yearly  updating  promised. 
- Attention  is being  given  to 
priorities of  European 
producers. 
- Approval  standards  for 
quasi-drugs  to  be 




Yes,  subject 
to  implemen-
tation. 
- 7  -1\NNEX  2 
KMISAI  INTERNI\TIONAL  AIRPOrn  MW  OTIJEH  T1f1JOR  ~NrRt1STRUC_!URE  PROJLC!S 
The  lau~-~lng  of  big  i~fra~tructurc projects  in  cooperation  u1tl1  pri~at~ 
industry  lMinkatsu}  has  become  for  the  Japanese  Government  o~c  iDportant 
in~trument  for  r~structuring  the  economy  away  from  export  dependence  to 
economic  growth  based  on  domestic  demand. 
The  f1rst  and  most  publicised  project  was  Kansai  International  Airport  but 
~thers are  firmly  on  the  map:  Tokyo  Bay  Bridge,  the  airport  on  the  Isei 
penins~lar etc ..  The  amounts  are  enormous  (according  to  newspapers  140  bil-
lion  USD)  and  have  attracted  the  commercial  interests  of  the  US  and  Europe. 
In  January  1986  the  Kansai  International Airport  Corporation  (KIAC)  invited 
interested  firms  to  register  for  the  bidding  for  the  Kansai  Airport  project. 
The  short  notice  given  (until  the  end  of  February  '86)  gave  a  first  indica-
tion  of  the  slanted  procedures  used  and  provoked  a  first  reaction  from  the 
Commission.  The  points  stressed  al~eady at  the  time  were,  among  others,  that 
the  bidding  procedures  must  be  open  and  non-discriminatory  and  that  the 
technical  definitions  of  the  project  should  not  be  such  that  only  Japanese 
firms  would  be  prepared  to  satisfy  them.  It  was  pointed  out  to  the  Japanese 
authorities  that  the  Community  considered  Kansai  a  test  of  the  validity  of 
the  market  opening  measures  the  Government  had  announced. 
A special  effort  was  made  to  get  industry  to  take  an  active  interest.  The 
Commission  organised  a  very  successful  briefing  of  Community  firms  by  the 
KI~C in  May  1987  in  which  more  than  70  companies  participated,  a  number 
w~icb surprised  the  sceptical  Japanese. 
A follow  up  questionnaire  has  in  the  ~eantime been  sent  out  to  the  partici-
pants  in  orcer  tc  find  out  what  efforts  they  had  made  to  enter  the  Kansai 
project  and  whether  they  had  had  any  success.  So  far,  a~out  25  f1rrns 
have  replied  seve:ral  of  Hh~ ch  had  managed  to  become  "registered  SUi)pliers" 
with  KIAC.  No  orders  had  been  received,  but  none  were  really  expected  for 
the  pro..:tJt  phase  1  (construction  of  the  artificial  island  and  access 
bridge).  The  chances  should  be  better  during  phase  2  and  J  - building  of  th~ 
airport  and  supply  of  equipment. 
At  the  political level  Mr.  DE  CLERCQ  and  Mr.  NARJES  repeatedly  pointed  out 
to  the  Japanese,  last  in  December,  that  the  Community  demanded  non-
discriminatory  treatment  of  its firms  with  regard  both  to  Japanese  and  for-
eign  competitors.  J__ 
The  Commission  is presently examining  whether  the  GATT  procurement  code 
should  apply  to  the  purchases  of  goods  for  the  Kansai  project  and  whether 
a  sufficiently solid case  for  such  an  application  cbuld  be  built to  put 
pressure  on  the  Japanese  or if that  does  not  help,  to  bring  the  case 
before  the  GATT. 
It is noH  planned  to  use  Comnission's  export  promotion  programme  (EXPROH)  to 
reinforc~ these  effort~.  As  first  step  a  consultant  has  been  engaged  to  pre-
pare_an_lnventory  of  blg  construction projects  throughout  Japan  so  that  the 
C~mm1ss1~n uill  ~e  able  to  intervene  at  an  early  stace.  As  a  next  step  thos2 
f~rms wh1ch  prev1ousl~  h~ve shown  a  serious  interest  in  the  Kansai  project 
Wlll  be  contacted  ag~1n 1n  order  to  find  out  which  difficulties  they  have 
encountered  and  what  concrete  support  the  Commission  can  give  them. ANNEX  3 
fiNANCIAL  SERVICES 
The  Japanese  authorities have  continued  the  liberalization  programme  which  they 
announced  following  the  Yen/dollar  Ad  Hoc  Committee  Report  (May  1984).  However, 
the  liberalization  process  has  been  too  slow  and  some  problems  sti  11  remain, 
mainly  in  the  commercial  bonking  sector.  The  profitability  of  European 
commercial  bonks  operating  in  Tokyo  remains  unsatisfactorily  low  because  of 
high  funding  costs.  This  i.n  turn  is  a  direct  consequence  of  interest  rate 
regulation  and  the  lack  of  a  true inter-bank  market  in  Japan. 
The  Japanese  authorities  decided  to  liberalize  interest  rates  on  deposits  of 
YlOD  million  and  over  from  the  spring  of  1987.  The  Commission  considers  this 
figure  too  high,  nnd  have  consistently  argued  that  it  needs  to  be  further 
lowered,  to  at  lenst  Y10  million,  to  produce  prnctical  effects.  The  Commission 
has  also  pressed  for  the  creation  of  a  liberalized  and  competitive  inter-bank 
market. 
These  issues have  been  raised  with  the  Japanese  authorities  (the  Bank  of  Japan 
and  Ministry  of  Finance)  on  several  occasions,  particularly  through  President 
Delors'  memorandum  to  Governor  Sumita in May  1986.  They  were  also  raised  in  the 
informal  financial  consultations  between  the  Commission  and  the  Japanese 
authorities which  took  place  last  July,  during  the  subsequent  visits of 
Mr.  De  Clercq  to  Tokyo  and  in  Lord  Cockfield's letter to  Governor  Sumita  on  the 
inter-bank  market. 
It  was  clear  from  these  consultations  that  the  Japanese  authorities  have  a 
genuine  interest  in  pursuing  the  liberalization  of  their  financial  markets  and 
the internationalizntion of  the  yen.  Substantial  progress  has  already  been  made 
in  the  securities  sector.  However,  as  regards  the  deregulation  of  interest 
rates  and  the  inter-bank  market,  neither  the  Ministry  of  Finance  nor  the  [3ank 
of  Japan  were  prepared  to  give  a  firm  commitment  nor  a  precise  timetable  for 
further  liberalization. 
The  Commission  intends  to  continue 
authorities  during  1988  with  a  view 
liberalization of  the  financial  markets. 
its  discussions  with  the  Japanese 
to  securing  on  acceleration  of  the 
The  Commission  has  nlso  proposed  to  the  Japanese  authorities  an  arrangement  for 
improving  import  financing  by  Community  banks  operating  in  Tokyo;  this  would 
enable  them  to  play  n  much  more  effective  role  in  t1elping  European  exporters 
interested in  selling  to  Japnn.  The  Japanese  authorities replied  lost December 
to  the  Commission's  formal  requests.  These  replies were  not  very  forthcoming  on 
points  of  principle but  indicated a  greater willingness on  the  part  of  the Bank 
of  Japan  to  be  flexible  on  a  case-by-case  basis.  The  Commission  is considering 
the  follow-up  required  on  other aspects. ~RY PRODUCTS 
I. I DE  MEi-10 I fHC 
The  Commission  of  the  European  Community,  in  discussions  with  the  Japanese 
authorities,  in  July  1987,  raised  the  problem  of  exports  of  dairy  products  to 
Japan. 
On  that  occasion  the  Commission  drew  the  attention of  the  Jap2nese  nuthoritie~  to 
the  fact  that  EC  exports  of  dairy  products  to  Japan  are  following  a  very  negative 
path:in  <luant:ity  terms,  since  1979  to  19H6,total  EC  exports  of  dairy  products  to Jo.;..' 
have  decreased  by  62  % (in  1979  :  103.850  t;  in  1986  :  39.580  t>,  principally 
owing  to  the  fall  of  preserved  and  concentrated  or sweetened  ~ilk  and  cream 
from  88.320  t  in  1979  to  12.310  t  in  1986. 
In  the  sar.~  period  EC  cheese  and  curd  exports  to  Japan  increased,  but  in  the  ~~s: 
3  years  cheese  ex~orts went  down  by  9.7%  in quantity  terms  C28.700  t  in  198-~ 
25.9CU  tin 1986). 
In  fact,  the  new  support  system  introduced  in  Japan  for  natural  cheese  produc:'on 
foresees  subsidies  to  milk  producers  for  5  years  at  the  level  of  20%  higher  ea:h 
year,  than  the  1986  level  of  200.000  tonnes  of  milk  for  cheese  making. 
The  EC  is  very  concerned  about  these  measures  because,during  recent  years,th~ 
domestic  cheese  production  has  been  growing  at  a  much  higher  rate  than  domesti: 
consumption  as  a  result  of  the  existing protection of  Japanese  cheese  productiJn. 
Thus,  over  the  last  3  years,  the  growth  of  rate  of  domestic  production  was  18~ 
compared  to  an  increase  of  consumption  of  4/.  p.a •• 
Japanese  statistics of  all  cheeses  confirm  this  trend  : 
All  cheeser,•  statistics of  Japan<in  tonnes) 
Year  Domestic  Domestic  Imports  from 
consumption  production  Wcr lri 
-.-·  tl 
1984  95.000  16.000  79.171  27.468 
1985  101.000  19.000  81.639  27.935 
1986  103.000  22.000  81.207  26.174 
I 
I 
. I . The  Eurore2n  Ccr.rr.un1~y  Jtt.Jche·~  great  importance  to  the  developrnL·r.t  (Jf 
its  £')(P•Jrt~,  0f  dairy  products  to  Japan,  but  the  EC  notes  th~t  the 
Japanese  Govenment  is  following  a  policy  that  is  bound  to  adversely 
affect  these  exports. 
In  particular  the  following  measures  affect  EC  dairy  products'  exports 
to  Japan  : 
- quantitative  import  restrictions,  which  pratically prohibit  imports' of 
procc~~etl cheese  and  limit  imports  of  preserved,  concentrated or  sweet..  .eJ 
milk  and  cream; 
- admini5tr·oti~e  import  sy~tcm for  cheeses  for  processing,  which  limit  i-
tu  the  qu<.~ri\:lties  decid·:d  by  the  GovernmE-nt; 
- high  rates cf  duty  for  processed  cheese  and  natural  cheese; 
-"prior  conf~r:nation"  system  for  buttermix,  which  limit  imports,  being 
practically  used  as  a  de-facto  import  quota. 
Furthermore,  i~port  restrictions  for  preserved,  concentrated or  sweetened 
milk  and  cream,  and  processed  cheese  are  incompatible  with  the  GATT  rules. 
The  Commission  of  the  European  Community  expresses  serious  concern  about 
the  above  mentioned  problems  and  asks  the  Japanese  authorities to  give  ful. 
response,  at  the  forthcoming  Ministerial  Conference,  to  this  EC  request  to 
take  the  following  measures 
abolition  of  quantitative  restrictions  for  processed  cheese  and  preservt:, 
concentrated or  sweetened  milk  and  cream; 
-abolition of  the  existing administrative  measures  for  cheeses  for  process~n?; 
- reduction  from  35Y.  to  15Y.  of  duty  rate  for  processed  cheese  and  natural 
cheese 
-abolition of  the  "prior  confirmation"  system for  buttermix. L.D.P.  TAX  RESEARCH  COMMISSION 
ANNEX  5 
THE  BASIC  DIRECTION  OF  THE  REVISION  OF  THE  LIQUOR  TAX  LA\·1 
At  itD  mooting  on  lO  November  l9B7,  tho  GATT  Coun~il 
odoptod  tho  rocommondotian  Hhich  cnllc;  on  tho  Oovornm~nt 
of  Jopnn  to  revine  tho  (Jnponone)  Liquor  Tax  Low. 
Ao  tho  rocornrnondntion  onllc  for  n  fun~nmontal 
rovinion  of  tho  liquor  tnx  which  io  tho  core  of  tho 
Jnpnnoao  indirect  tnx  syatom,  it will  bo  donlt  with  in  tho 
context  of  tho  ovornll  tnx  roform.  And  tho bnsic 
dirootion of  ouoh  n  roviaion  in  ontnbliohod  ao  follows. 
Dotnilo  of  tho  rnviuion will  ba  workod  out without  delay 
no  thnt  n  prompt  concluoion  onn  bo  drnwn. 
Mennuhilo,  npproprieto maasuren  incluOinq  the 
bud9otnry  onoG  will  be considered  for  the  medium  sn6 
nmall-ncalQ  makers  of  alcoholic  bovorn9o~ who  will be 
novcrcly  n!foctod  by  tho  Liquor  Ta:  rovioion. 
(l)  Abolition  of  ft~  valorem  tox. 
(2)  Abolition  of  gr~6inQ nyntom  for  whiskeys  and 
thereby unifying  tho  curront  tex  rateG  ~pplied 
to  tho  cpccial  clnoo,  tho  lnt  clna~  ond  tho  2~6 
clo.cn  whinkoyo. 
(3)  novioning  of  tc~ rntoo  whioh  vary doponding 
upon,  i.e.  the  nmount  of  oxtroct,  contained in 
winon,  liquouro,  oto. 
(4)  Uortotrin9  tho  difforcncoc  in tc: rntoo  opplicd  to 
diotillod  liquoro  by  tho  menno  includinu  rniDin9  tho  tox 
rota  oppliod  to  Ghochu. 
(5)  rn  rovioing  the  indirect to:  oyotom  00  pnrt of  tho 
ovaro  11  to:~  oyo tom  reform,  tho  liquor  to~ wi 11  be  ex  ami noc3 
with duo  conoidorotion Qivon  to  narrowing  tho  diffaronccs 
in  to:n  burdonn  ornonQ  vcriouc  alcoholic  bovotogco, 
including  the  roviow  of  tho  Qrading  Oy3tcrn  for  J~panoao 
Srdt:.o. EXPORT  PROMOTION  PROGRAMME  (EXPROM) 
Since 1979  the Commission  of  the Europeon  Conrnunities  hos  been  actively helping 
European  firms  to  enter  the  Jopnnese  market  by  providing  management  training, 
market  studies,  logistic  ond  financial  help  for  trade  missions  and  other  trode 
~~umotion serviceD. 
At  the  centre  of  this  programme  is  the  Exef'uti ve  Training  Programme  ( ETP), 
under  which  the  Commission  has  sent  more  than  200  young  ex~rutives from  export 
oriented  firms  to  Japan  for  eighteen  months  of  intensive  longuoge  and  business 
training.  Approximately  80%  of  the  participants  ore  now  working  for  European 
-firms  in  Japon  or  ore  ottwrwise  <.]('tive  in  the  Japan  oriented  export  trade  of 
their  firms.  Some  of  the  companies  daim  that  the  training  of  their candidate 
was  decisive  for  their  success  in Jopon.  This  seems  to  be  confirmed  by  the  fact 
that  a  number  of  ETP  graduates  have  in  the  meantime  reached  leading  positions 
in  the  management  of  their compony•s  Japanese subsidiary. 
EXPROM  can  reinforce  political  ac-t ion  aimed  at  opening  the  Joponene  market,  as 
in  tl1e  case  of  alcoholic  beveroges.  A  very  comprehensive  market  study  provided 
evidence  of  discriminatory  fiscol  treatment  of  imports.  On  the  basis of  this, 
the  Commission  was  able  to  pursuade  the  Japanese  authorities  to  modify  certain 
dispositions  and  to  pursue  the matter  in  the  GATT  on  those  points that  were  not 
resolved  bil~terally. 
In  other  instances  EXPROM  makes  it  possible  for  industry  r~pidly to  seize  new 
opport.uniti es  openP.d  up  by  politiC'£11  ac-tion.  For  example,  when  the  Commission 
obtained  a  par·tial  opening  of  the  heavily  protected  market  for  leather  shoes, 
i ndustl-·y  was  qui  r:k  to  rf!OC't.  It  u  European  f edero ti on  immedi at  ely  organised  a 
trade  miasion  which  received  finE~ncial  and  orgonisot ional  support  from  the 
Commission.  On  this  occnsion,  and  at  the  insistence  of  the  Commission,  the 
Tokyo  Shoe  foir  was  opened  for  the  first  time  to  foreign  participants. 
ll should,  hmmver,  be  underlined  thot  the  projects  to  which  the  Commission 
gives  its  suppat't  hove  to  benefit  a  representative  group  of  European  firms 
located in more  than  two  or  three Member  States. 
EXPROM  also  undertakes  market  studies  and  o  census  of  European  investment  in 
Japan.  It provides  a  directory  of  European  firms  in  Japan  which  ore  ready  to 
help  newcomers,  and  i9  also  now  preparing  on  inventory  of  major  construction 
projects in  Japan  with  o  view  to facilitating European  firms'  participation. 
2~· ANNEX  7 
COOPERATJON  ON  TH[CO~H·lllt'HC!\1 ION:\  1\N[)  HWnf\~1/\llLlN  TLCH~f.il OGY 
The  aim  of  Community  policy  is  to  encouroge  Jopon  both  to  odopt  international 
stondords  ond  to  apply  them  in  such  a  way  that  Community  ond  Jopanesc  systems 
are  compatible.  This  would  help  to  limit  the  scope  for  non-tariff  barriers  in 
the  Japanese  mnr·ket  ond  to  moke  it  more  occessible  to  foreign  suppliers  of 
both  equipment  ond  services.  It would  nlso  put  the  weight  of  major .Japanese 
corporotions  behind  international  competition  ond  prevent  the  irr![:)Jsition  of  de 
facto  national  or  manufacturers'  standards.  It  would  also  assist  the 
integration  of  European  and  Japanese  communications  and  information  systems. 
These  objectives  reflect,  of  course,  the  Community's  decision  to  use 
international  standards  for  its  own  telecommunications  and  computing 
activities. 
This  approach  hos  led  to  concrete  activities  in  several  fields  of  which  the 
most  important  are  described  below. 
Open  Systems  Interconnection  (OSI) 
International  standards  are  being  developed  and  applied  that  allow  the 
interconnection  of  data  processing  equipment  of  dif~erent  types  and  makes.  The 
Commission  and  the  Japanese  authorities  nave  annual  high-level  consultations 
and  a  joint  technical  working  party  on  the  development  and  implementation  of 
OSI  standards.  They  hove  recently  agreed  to  develop  cooperation  on  conformante 
testing  and  investig8te the  possibility of joint demonstrations. 
Telecommunications 
The  Japanese  authorities  hove  recently  let it be  known  that  they  are  ready  to 
proceed  with  the  implementation  of  international  ·standards  for  digital 
telecommunications.  At  the  end  of 1987  they  agreed  to  the  Commission•s  propossl 
to  hold  annual  high-level  consultalions  ond  to  create  ll  technical  working 
group.  This  group  would  initially  concentrate  on  standards  for  Integrated 
Services  Digital  Network  (ISDN),  a  polyvalent  system  of  digital  networks  Dnd 
terminals  that  can  corry  a  wide  range  of  services,  and  on  the  orchitecture  of 
future  international  communications  networks. 
.  : -2-
ln  tt1e  future  there  will  also  be  the  quesli on  of  cooperBtion  on  broad-bor1:: 
communications  which  can  handle  more  sophisticated services,  and  more  generall~ 
the  research  and  development  aspects of  telecommunications. 
The  Commission  will  also  continue  to  press  the  Japanese  authorities  and  thei~ 
telecommunications  operating  companies,  notably  NTT,  to  open  their  procuremen: 
markets  to  international  competition. 
High  Definition Television 
The  Japanese  broadcasting  authority  (NHK)  and  certain  electronics  companies 
have  developed  a  new  television  system  and  begun  demonstrations;  they  plan  to 
begin  regular  satellite  broadcasting  in  1990.  This  system  (known  as 
"Hi-Vision")  has  a  major  draw-back,  incompatibility  with  existing  broadcasting 
and  receiving  systems,  so  that  completely  new  equipment  would  be  needed.  In 
1986,  the  responsible  international  organisation,  the  International  Radio 
Consultative  Committee  (CCIR),  did  not  agree  to  the  proposed  world  standaro 
based  on  the  Japanese  system  and  will  not  now  take  a  decision until  1990. 
In  the  Commission's  view,  it  is  essential  for  the  acceptability  of  hig~ 
definition  television  that  it  be  compatible  with  existing  equipment,  and  the: 
there  should  be  one  production  standard  throughout  the  world  so  as  to 
facilitate  the  exchange  of  programmes  and  the  development  of  the  Europee~, 
broadcasting  industry  in  general,  particularly  as  regards  expor: 
opportunities.  This  is  all  the  more  important  as  the  future  stnndard  wiE 
npply  not  only  to  television  but  also  to  cinema,  video,  colour  printing  and 
advertising. 
Several  Community  enterprises  are  currently  engaged  in  a  substantial  researcr, 
and  development  effort,  finonced  under  the  auspices  of  Eureka,  to  prepare  an 
alternative  and  more  advanced  system,  the  crucial  advantage  of  which  would  be 
compatibility  with  existing  and  planned  broadcasting  and  receivers,  including 
tt1e  Euroreon  02  HAC  sotellite  broadcosting  standard.  The  manufacturers  anc 
broodcnsters  involved  in  this  project  plan  to  demonstrate  a  complete  chain  o: 
equipment  in  operation  later this  year. 
From  the  Commission's  point  of  view,  it is importont  both  to  spread  informntio~ 
and  strengthen  understanding  of  the  European  proposal  and  to  seek  agreemen~ 
with  interested  parties  in  Japan,  the  United  States  nnd  other  countries  with  2 
view  to  n  single  world  production  standard. 
Discussions  with  the  Japanese  authorities  on  the  reconciliation  of  the  two 
approaches  ore  expected  to  begin  lnter this  year. ::.:ODPErU\ i I0:4  ON  SCIU~:::L  M;n  TECHNDLOGY  - ---
Ju;)fl'l  is  ronLinui:1J  i,ts  efforts  ~G  nchic•te  three  broad  gaols,  an  h•~reaserJ 
level  of  creative  ba::dc  eese<H'ch,  a  gn:·-tter  conlribuUon  to  internntionnl 
~;clence  ond  tec~molo9y  and  the  f;ui·suit  of  science  ond  technolol)y  in  harmony 
1-littl  !::oricty  and  nature. 
After  completion  of  n  feasibility  stucly  (in  l'lhich  scientists  from  Summit 
countries  and  the  Com~nunity  have  been  involved  in  their  personal  r:upncitif~:;), 
it is  expected  thot  Jopnn  will  proposn  to  the  Toronto  surnmit  nn  intcrno'cionnl 
progrm:~me  of  coopernt.ion  on  basic  reseurch  focussed  on  advonred  bi ologirnl 
functions.  This  initiative,  the  'Human  Frontiers  Science  rrogromr.JC',  \;auld 
support  all  three  gaols  of  Japanese  science  and  technology  policy.  The 
response  from  all  Summit  participants  will  undoubtedly  be  cnutious,  with 
concern  that  the  benefits of  cooperation  should  be  mutual. 
Recognising  such  reservations,  Japan  is unilaterally taking  some  initiatives to 
facilitate  foreign  access  to its research  system.  A recent  initiative has  been 
a  progromme  under  1·1hich  one  hundred  foreign  scientists  will  pnss  n  year  in  n 
Japanese  notional  laboratory,  the cost  being  met  entirely by  the  Japanese side. 
The  Community 1 s  approach  has  essentially  been  the  exploration  both  of  the 
research  fields  in  which  Japanese  work  is  likely  to  be  interesting  and  of  the 
conditions under  which  cooperation is likely to  be  to our  benefit ·as well  as  to 
that  of  Japnn.  The  first  element  is  exemplified  by  the  current  study  on 
Japanese  strengths  and  weaknesses  in  the  research  fields  covered  by  the  Human 
Frontiers Science  Programme,  and  the  second  by  the  Community's  pilot scientific 
training  programme  in  Japan.  The  aim  of  this  is to  explore  the  possibility of 
increasing the  Community's  pool  of scientists capable  of  interacting fruitfully 
with  the  Japanese  research effort. 
A field  where  the  potential  for  mutually  beneficial  research  exists is that  of 
thermonuclear  fusion.  Negotiations  at  official 
substantially on  an  agreement  between  the  Community  and 
approval  of  the Council  and  the  Japanese  government. 
level  have  advanced 
Japan,  which  awaits  the A N N E  X  9 
INDUSTRIAL  COOPERATION 
The  EC-Japan  Centre  for  Industrial  Cooperation  was  opened  in  June  1987  and 
started its first  training  course  with  five  senior  European  engineers  in 
August  of  the  same  year.  A further  six  engineers  and  managers  have  been 
sent  to Tokyo  at  the  beginning of  January 1988,  and  it is  planned  to  have 
two  more  courses,  for  20  people  each,  starting in April  and  July  of  this 
year. 
Although  it is still early to  make  any  definitive  judgment  about  the 
results  of  the first  course  which  has  only  just  ended,  the  Commission's 
impression  is  that  the  experience  has  been  a  positive  one,  and  there  is 
evidence  of  growing  interest  among  European  companies  in  the  courses 
organised  by  the  Centre. 
This  is because  the  Centre's activities clearly fill a  gap  in  the 
facilities  offered to  European  companies  wishing  to  set  up  in  Japan  or  to 
improve  their knowledge  of  Japanese  production  and  management  methods,  by 
providing  courses  that  can  be  tailored to  individual  needs,  that  are 
flexible  both  as  regards  content  and  duration  (4  to  6  months),  and  that 
are  specifically aimed  at  senior  and  middle-ranking  executives . 
•  The  Centre  also  provide  information  services  for  European  companies 
wishing  to  establish themselves  in  Japan  or  to  identify potential 
industrial partners.  It  has  already  handled  more  than  a  hundred  enquiries 
of  the  most  diverse  nature,  and  is establishing a  register of  all existing 
services  for  foreign  companies  in  Japan,  thus  making  it possible  to direct 
all enquiries to the  best point. 
The  pilot  phase  of  the  Centre  lasts until  the  end  of  this year,  and  the 
Council  will  therefore  be  called  upon  to  decide  about  its future  in  the 
course  of  1988.  In  view  of  this,  the  Commission  will  present  the  Council 
with  a  detailed  report  on  the  functionning  of  the  Centre. 
3~  , COOPERATION  ON  ENERGY 
There  wa::;  during  1987  ongoing  contacts  between  EC  and  Japan  on  general 
energy  issm)S.  Being  dependent  on  imports  for  n  large  proportion  of 
energy  requirements  the  EC  and  Japan  both  share  a  common  interest  in 
vtorld  energy  developments.  Exchanges  of  views  on  these  issues  are  :J 
common  element  in  EC/Japan  relations.  Relations  bebreen  EC  nnd  Japan 
in  the  energy  area  have  been  deepening  in  recent  years.  An  example  of 
this  was  the  special  industrial  mission  to  Japan  in  Hay  1987  led  by 
the  Commission  vthich  examined  the  possibility  of  coopet'ation  between 
the  EC  and  Japan  on  Fuel  Cell  technology. 
The  Japanese  New  Enet'gy  Development  Organisation  (UEDO)  gives 
financial  support  t:.o  a  number  of  fuel  cell  demonstration  projects  of 
up  to  1000  KW  in  size.  Similar  efforts  are  being  made  in  the  US  and 
in  the  EC.  Italy is  constructing  a  1000  KW  plant  and  others are under 
consideration  in  some  Member  States.  Practical  areas  of  cooperation 
\-<ere  idm~t.ified  by  some  of  the  rept'esentatives  of  eleven  European 
industriaLists who  took part in the mission. 
Following  the  agreement  reached  at the  IEA Ministerial  meeting  in  1985 
the  Japanese  Government  has  continued  with  the  liberali!;ation  of  its 
market  for  petroleum products.  This  issue  has  featured  promincntiy  in 
bilateral  and  multilateral  contacts  Hhich  the  Commission  has  had  with 
the  Japanese  for  a  few  years  now.  Changes  in  Japanese  policy  tmmrds 
the  domestic  petroleum  industry were  proposed  in  a  report  presented  to 
MITI  by  the  Japanese  Petroleum  Council.  The  effects  of  these measures 
uill  be  one  of  the  items  to  be  considered  during  n  special  energy 
mi11sion  to  Japan  which  the  EC  hopes  to  undertake  in  the  first half  of 
1988. 
The  implications  for  the  EC  of  the  new  proposed  US  I Japan  nuclear 
cooperation  agreement  was  actively  examined  by  the  .  ~.tomic  Questions 
Group. A N N E X  11 
IllFORMATIOU  POLICY 
The  nic of thiv  policy  io ultimntely to improve  the economic 
bnlnncc more  in favour  of  the Community  by  eotobl1sh1nc 
n  more  comprohennive,  ~ympnthctic image  of  the Community 
ot  ~rnon-rooto level in the rcgiono.  ~ore nrc  47  prefectureo 
in Jnpnn,  ~~ny of which  hove  b~cn nttrnctcd  by  the wave 
of 
11intcrnnt1onc.liontion" vhich  ifl  n  recent  phenomenon  in 
Japan.  The  Co~iocion bcnnn  cyotc~oticnlly crenting n  permanent 
rcgionnl  infor~ntion infraotrncturc in Jnpnn  junt before 
thia wove  becnn  to  tnkc  ~hope, nnd  rcnctiono ot rcgionnl 
level to tho  Co~~iooion'o approach hove  been  cncournging. 
The  Co:nrniooion  -in  currently  trying to  pcroundc  European 
buoineocmon,bbth  thooc  already in Jnpnn  nnd  thooe  who  hove 
not  yot  rcnliocd  that the Jnponeoc  mnrkct  hn~ become 
mnrkcdly  more  open  in the  poet tuo  ycnrn,  thnt they  nhould 
c~plorc tho  regiono of Japan  for  export poocibiliticn.  There 
nrc  ccpecinlly  nood  opportuniticn for  linko among  omnll  nnd  mcdium-
oized  bunincnmnen.  Hhcrono  the Col:lmun1ty
1o export  pcrformence 
in 1907  wno  loudnblc,  if o  cenuino  breakthrough io to come 
in correcting  the economic  imbnloncc it could  come  in the 
roniono. 
Member  Stntco cmbnooico  end  Chnmbero  of Commerce,  the European 
BuoincDD  Council  (E,D.C.),  occtoral  trade nenocintions ond 
individual bunineso  cnterprioen nnd  the  EC-Japnn  Centre  for 
Induntriol Cooperation nrc able  to une  theoe  ncsocintions 
ns  o  vehicle,  for  their nctivitico in  the  region. 
The  Commiosion'n  Delegation in Jnpnn  hoa  backed  up  this 
programme  with n  new  oerien of  publication~ in Japanese 
cxplnining  Co~unity policico. The  attendant  publicity 
·in local,  regional nnd  even  nationol med1n,  ns  these O$SOCintions 
pursue EC-rclnted octivitien,  ho~ enhanced  underotonding  of 




J.  Exports  to  EC  (FOB)  4.952,5 
J.  Imports  fr.  EC  (CIF)  2.223,7 
(Imports  without  Gold)  (  2.117,6) 
Balance  +  2.728,8 
(Balance  without  Gold)  (+  2.834,9) 
--- -----
* Provisional 
So~  :  Japan  IHnistry  of Finance. 
JAPAN'S  TRADE  WITH  EC  (12) 
1985-1987 
- in  bio  Yen  -
Change  %  1986  Change  % 
+  4,1  5.173,7  +  4,5 
- 4,4  2.348,3  +  5,6 
(- 1,1)  (  2.095,1)  (- 1,1) 
+  12,2  +  2.825,4  +  3,5 
(+  8,3)  (+  3.078,6)  (+  8,6) 
1987*  Change  % 
5.490,0  +  6,1 
2.552,2  +  8,7 
(  2.512,3)  (+ 19,9) 
+  2.937,8  +  4,0 
(+  2.977, 7)  (- 3,3) 
-·-- --Japan's  trade  with  1'/orld,  EC(12),  u.s.,~. 
- in bio  yen  -
1984  Share  1985  Share  Change  1986  Share  Change  1987  *  Share  Change 
!)'  o•  0'  ()'  IV  "' 
o• 
,f)  ,f)  AI  ,f)  ..0  "' 
?.: 
Exports  (FOB)  to  :  ~ 
Horld  40.32.5,3  100  41.955,7  100  +  4,0  35.289,7  100  - 15,9  33.317,0  100  - 5,U 
EC  (12)  4.758,4  11,8  4.952,5  11,8  +  4,1  5.173,7  14,7  +  4,5  5.490,0  16,5  +  611 
u.s.A.  14.221,2  35,3  .15.582,7  37,1  +  9,6  13.563,7  38,4  - 13,0  12-148,0  36,5  - 10,4 
Imeorts  (CIF)  from  : 
Horld  32.321,1  100  31.084,9  100  - 3,8  21.550,7  100  - 30,7  21.720,0  100  +  0  p 
1'-' 
EC  (12  2.326,3  7,2  2.223,7  7,2 - 4,4  2.348,3  10,9  +  5,6  2.552,0  11,7  +  8,7 
u.s.A.)  6.363,6  19,7  6.213,4  20,0  - 2,4  4.917,8  22,8  - 20,9  4.575,0  21,1  - 7,0 
Trade  Balance with  : 
World  +8.004,2  +  10.870,8  +  35,8  +  13.739,0  +  26,4  +  11.597,0  - 15,6 
EC  (12)  +2.432,1  +  2. 728,8  +  12,2  +  2.825,4  +  3,5  +  2.938,0  +  4,0 
u.s.A.  +7.8.57,6  +  9.369,3  +  19,2  +  8.645,9  - 7,7  +  7-573,0  - 12,4 j 
- - - - ---
*  Provisional 
Source  :  Japan Ministry  of Finance 
w 
G) JAPAN'S·TRADE  WITH  THE  EC:  1987 
- bio.  Yen  -
TOTAL  J.  EXPORTS,  of  which 
products  with  trade  increase: 
----------------------------- -----------------------------
- Motor  vehicles 
- Automotive  parts 
- Motor  cycles 
- Office  machinery 
- Power  generating machinery 
- Construction/mining machinery 
~h££!~~~2£~iQ£~lL£9~ie~£Q! 
- Telecommunications 
- Electric  power  machinery 
products  with  trade  decrease: 
====================~======== 
Scientific/optical  equipment 
Semiconductors/electronics 
VTRs 
Metal  products 
Records/tapes 
Radio  receivers 
Synthetic  fabrics 
Clocks  & watches 
TV  receivers 


























+  315,9 
+  184  2  -------L--. 
+  120,0 
+  35,7 
+  14,0 
__ :!:_1Q2LL 
+  64,5 
+  20,3 
+  6,1 
+  73,7 












+  6,1 
+  15  1 
------L~-
+  13,4 
+  25,5 
+  15,5 
+  9  7  ------L--
+  12,3 



































0,4 JAPAN'S  TRADE  WITH  THE  EC:  1987 
- bio.  Yen  -
Imports  Change  Com-
Value  Value  Rate  position 
%  % 
TOTAL  J.  IMPORTS,  of  which  2. 5.52,2  +  203,5  +  8,7  100  . 
~ 
products  with  trade  increase: 
============================= 
~~£biQ~Il-~_£g~i~~~D!  Z2Q.t.L_  + 169  8  r-----L---
+ 27  4  _____  ,t. __  31  0 
_____  ,t. ____ 
- Not or  vehicles  274,0  + 106,5  + 63,6  10,7 
- Scientific/optical  equipmt.  '•8,9  +  3,9  +  8,7  1,9 
£~£~i£~1.~  561  8 
___  t_ ___  +  69  9  r------l.-- +  14  2  t-----L-- 22  0 
~----L-----
- Pharmaceuticals  138,5  +  22,5  + 19,4  5,4 
- Organic  chemicals  169,0  +  18,3  + 12,6  6,6 
f929H~fi2  ~22.t.2  __  +  23  9  _____  ,t. ___  + 10  1  t-----.l.-- 10  2  t-----L-----
- Alcoholic  beverages  64,2  +  13,5  +  26,7  2,5 
Textile  products  190,6  +  32,7  + 20,7  7,5 
Non-metal  mineral  products  108,0  +  17,5  +  19,3  4,2 
products  with  trade  decrease: 
============================= 
Raw  materials  51,2  - 2,3  - 4,4  2,0 
(such  as  soya  beans,  wood,  pulp etc.) 
Mineral  fuels  15,5  - 18,5  - 54,4  0,6 
Aircraft  14,2  - 6,6  - 31,9  o,s 
Gold  for  non-monetary  use  39,9  - 213,6  - 8lt,3  1,6 
Source:  Ministry of  Finance,  Japan JAPAN'S  TRADE  WITH  EC  (12)  AND  USA 
- Bio  Yen  -
I.  Japanese  exports  to  : 
u.s.A.  E C  (12)  EC/USA  (%) 
1984  14.221,2  4.758,4  33,5 
1985  15.582,7  4-952,5  31,8 
1986  13.563,7  5.173,7  38,1 
1987*  12-148,0  5.490,0  45,2 
II.  Japanese  imports  from  .  . 
u.s.A.  E C  (12)  EC/USA  (%) 
1984  6.363,6  2-326,3  36,6 
1985  6.213,4  2-223,7  35,8 
1986  4.917,8  2-348,3  47,7 
1987*  4.575,0  2.552,0  55,8 
III.  Trade  balance  with  : 
u.s.A.  E C  (12)  EC/USA  (%) 
1984  +  7.857,6  +  2.432,1  30,9 
1985  +  9.369,3  +  2-728,8  29,1 
1986  +  8.645,9  +  2-825,4  32,7 
1987*  +  7.573,0  +  2-938,0  38,8 
*  Provisional 
Source  :  Ministry of Finance,  Japan. Ol 
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J 3 p.~n • •  01 reel  Invetttn~nt  In  the  r.c  by  lndu.,try  and  Country  (cu:nulotlve  to  )1  Harch  1907,  on  11  notlClcntlon ba,ls)  (unit:  US  S  r:~llllo1) 
------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------·- ----------------------------------------------------
ux:  FRG  fRJJIC!:  r._ .r!IE:Rt..l.HD  B!:t...Gll!H  I.UXDIDOURG  IR!:t..lJ/0  I ,AJ.Y  GRf:E:C!:  DWHA.11X  5?  ... 111  PORnJGM  I':C:-12 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------
food  1)  5  41  0  0  )  04 
Tc xl t 1  e s  9  47  2  0  104  ')  19  0  190 
l.umbe r  &  ;:u 1 p  0  0  0 
Chemicals  6  il  I 0  60  )6  0  12  16  44  112 
ferrous  & non-ferrous  29  0  5&  )0  25  6  )  15  24  257 
Hachinecy  91  69  40  21  15  7  2  6  261 
Clectrlcal  machinery  177  128  52  )0  10  4  20  6  51  1  49) 
Transport  nochinery  97  a  6  1  )2  42  0  )02  6  494 
Others  61  45  44  29  121  21  1)  2  0  6  5  341 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sub-total  ~B)  277  JlO  198  230  4  160  100  94  2  461  22  2)57 
----------------------------#------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Agriculture  &  forestry  0  0  0  0 
fisheries  '  marine  0  1  0  1  2 
Hlnlng  818 ~  55  11  890 







:l  c 
Ill 
:!:: 
I  c 
0  z 
Cor.-.':~erce  506  061  JO  614  221  2  5  61  14  59  2  2609 
Oanklnq  '  insurance  \JSO  74  2Ei  1417  204  2l00  0  2  )  52'H 
Services  51  ll  [}5  19  20  1  146  " 
1  ))0 
Transporation  2  0  6  9  19 
nea 1  estate  91  10  11  2  20  0  1J5 
Others  708  50  16  49  11  102  5  0  950 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------~~--
Sub-total  3586  1025  536  11))  (67  2)05  170  10  15  62  5  10l?S 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Oranch  esteblshment  & 
ex~pnslon  42  245  10)  84  2  )2  0  75  0  507 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Real  est~te  lJ  5  15  0  0  0  0  0  )5 
1-{: TOTAL  4125  1552  972  2JJ5  709  2)09  ))2  20)  95  17  599  26  13)55  ll  ----------------------------------------------~:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I  C)  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ij 
Source:  Hinlstcy  of  finance,  Jap.~n 
llotc:  '  including  the  Japanese  a~ul~itlon o£  equity  worth  $700 rnlllion o(  the  ABU  DHABI  Hllclne  "ceas  (rem  Dritlsh  Petro1eurn  l.n  py  1.972  ... ~-u_lative  Tota~l_o~f~J~acp~a~n~e~s~e~D~i~r~e~c~t~I_n_v~e_s_t_m_e_n_t 
at  Fiscal  Yearend.  FY  (Fiscal  Year)  1980-86 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(Unit:  hillions  of  U.S.  Dollars/(%)) 
~  FY1980  I FY19B1  FY1982  FY1983  I FY19S4  \  FY1985  a  I 
Europe:  4.471  5.2?0  6. 14.6  7.136  9.072  11.002 
(1 z  .3)  (11. 6)  . 01.6)  (11. 6)  nz. 7)  03.  2) 
......................  ...................  ..  .. .. .. .  .  .  .. .  .  .  .  ..  .  ............ -· .  ........ " ........  ...  ... ....  •  0  ••  0  .. 
:EC  3.851  4.532  5.300  6.189  ? . 7  <tO  10.038 of.: 
:  (1 0 .6)  (10. 0)  (10.0).  '(10.1)  (1 0.  8)  (12.0) 
; 
~orlh .;oeric.a  9. 798  12.295  !5.225  !7.!J2G  21.4G9  26--965 
(26. 8)  (27 .1)  (2B. 7)  (29 .3)  (30. 1)  (32.2). 
........ ........... ....................  ...................... .  .  .  .. .  .  .  .. .  .  .  .  .. . .. ........ ·- ..........  .....................  .  ..... ·-............. 
: u.s.,;.  8.518  11.207  13.970  16.535  19.894  25.290 
(24 . 3)  (24. 7)  ('2.6. 3)  (27 .0)  (27. 9)  (30. 2) 
.t...s i a  9.830  j13. 168  14.552  16.399  18.021  19.4.63 
(26. 9)  (29 .0)  (21. 4.)  (26. 8)  (2.5. 2)  CZ3.3) 
L2 t i r.  ~merica  5.168  7.349  8.852  10.130.  13.020  15.636 
(  16 . 9)  (16. 2)  (16 .1)  (17 .5) .  (18. 2)  (18. 7) 
Oceania  2.525  2.949  3.370  3.560  3.718  4.2A2 
( 6. 9)  ( 6. 5)  (  6 .3)  (  5.8)  (  5. 2)  ( 5.1) 
Africa  1.46  2.018  2.507  2.871  3.193  3.369 
(  CO)  (  4..1{)  ( 4.7)  (  4. 7)  (  4..5)  ( 4.0) 
:1iddle  Eas l  2.259  2.355  2.479  2.654  2.927  2.972 
(  6. 2)  ( 5. 2)  (  4. _7)  (  .{. 3)  (  4. 1}  (  3 .6) 
Total  36.491  i  45.403  53.131  61.276  71.431  83.649 
(1 00  )  (100  )  (100  )  (100  )  (100  )  (100  } 




.  (12.6) 
~7' 406 
( 35. 3) 
35,455 
( 33. 5) 
21,790 
( 20. 6) 







( 2 .8) 
105, 970 
(100.0) 
*  Cumulative  total  for  f1scal  year  1985  includes  cumulative 
total  of  Japanese  direct  inve~tment  in  both  Spain  and  Portugal 
(Source) 
(Notes) 
Ministry  of  Finance 
(a)  Japanese  fiscal  yeor  starts  from  April  2  and  ends 
(b) 
o n  M  a r c h  3 1  e • g •  f i s c a L  y e a r  1 9 8 5 .:  F r o m  A  P r i  L  1 ,  1 9  ~ 
to  March  31,  1987. 
1otals  may  not  cqyal  sum  of  components  due  to 
1ndependent  round1ng. D.CHn.t~c:;~  P.F-.: ES  HI  YEti  (AVERAGE) 
1  USD  •  1  ECU .. 
Annual  1980  226.38  315.04 
1981  220.28  245.38 
1982  248.78  243.55 
1983  237.47  211.35 
1984  237.48  187.09 
1985  238.41  180.56 
1986  167.65  165 .oo 
1987  144.31  166.60 
r1onthly  01-85  253.98  178.29 
02-85  260.36  175.90 
03-85  258.18  174 .l/ 
04-85  251. 4D  182.25 
05-85  251.64  181.23 
06-85  248.89  182.42 
07-85  241.38  186.29 
08-85  237.20  185.29 
09-85  236.33  185.53 
10-BS  214.65  179.59 
11-85  204.03  173.77 
12-05  202.81  l 77 . ():? 
Ol-86  200.13  178. 38 
02-86  184.45  171.09 
03-86  181.92  17p. 41 
04-86  174.73  166.14 
05-86  166.89  160.96 
06-86  167.69  161.26 
07-86  1.58.61  157.06 
08-86  154.09  157.38 
09-86  154.66  159.00 
10-86  156.18  162.46 
ll-86  ).62.92  167.70 
12-86  162.30  169.53 
01-87  154.56  171.86 
02-87  153.48  173.42 
03-87  151 • 39  171.33 
04-87  142.87  163.88 
05-87  140.35  163.14 
06-87  144.51  164.87 
07-87  150.29  168.90 
08-87  147.53  164.71 
09-87  143.16  163.89 
10-87  143.24  164.99 
11-87  135.23  165.98 
12-87  128.22  162.03 
01-88  127.53  159.43 
Source:  I I.  D. 1  lf~ 